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			Generic Wings

			            
Generic wings are pilots wings that are customized with "Generic" aviation inspired emblems, like a star or a world-wide globe. Generic wings are the perfect insignia for your uniform or can worn as a quality dress accessory for a special event. This category offers customized product options, to give you the color match and specific style you wish to achieve!
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										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									1234 Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												1234 Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 1234 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center and dimensional lines; double post/military clutch.... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									2136 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2136 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center; matte stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									2136S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2136 star wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It is a round centered, stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									2136SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2136SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2136 star/wreath wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It is a stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and center;... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									2146 Half Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2146 Half Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2146 half wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center, matte stepped wing style with a polished leading edge... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									2175 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$32.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2175 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2175 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has matte stepped wing style with a polished leading edge and center; double... more info
											

											
												
													
														$32.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									2186 Name Panel Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												2186 Name Panel Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 2186 wing with name panel at the top for engraving, can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a stepped wing style with a... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
HOT



									
									5320  Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												5320  Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 5320 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center with raised border and a textured stepped wing style with... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
HOT


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									5320S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												5320S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 5320 star wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center with raised border and a textured stepped wing style... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									5320SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												5320SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 5320 star/wreath wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center with raised border and a textured stepped wing... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									5430 Half Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												5430 Half Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 5430 half wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center with raised border and a textured stepped wing style... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									6425 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												6425 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 6425 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center and a highlighted feathers; double post clutch back.... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									6425S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												6425S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 6425 star wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center and a highlighted feathers; double post clutch back.... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									6425SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												6425SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 6425 star/wreath wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center and a highlighted feathers; double post clutch... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									6430 Half Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												6430 Half Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 6430 half wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a round center and a highlighted feathered wing style; double post... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									7270 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												7270 Plain Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 7270 wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a matte feathered wing with a polished center, leading edge and laurel... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									7270S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												7270S Star Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 7270 star wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a matte feathered wing style with a polished leading edge and laurel... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW


								





								
				 					

								
									
										Select Options

										

										Add to Compare

									

								
NEW



									
									7270SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
								

								$35.00


						

							
										
											
												
											

										

									

										
											
												7270SW Star & Wreath Wing with Generic Emblem
											

											
												This 7270 star/wreath wing can be customized with an aviation inspired emblem. It has a feathered wing with a polished leading edge and laurel wreath... more info
											

											
												
													
														$35.00

													

													
														
															Select Options
														

														
															Add to Compare
														

													

												

											


									
NEW
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	Toll Free: 1-800-662-4243
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